Coherence analysis of electrical activity in the rabbit brain during the process of substitution of dominants.
Coherence analysis was used to study intercenter relationships between biopotentials in the sensorimotor cortex (forelimb and blink representation areas) and the visual cortex in both hemispheres and the ventrolateral nucleus of the thalamus (VPL) of the left and right thalami during the formation of a motor defensive dominant (electrical stimulation of the limb skin) on a background of an induced (by stimulation of the cornea with an air jet) blink dominant. Characteristic electrophysiological measures of the dominant state (increases in the mean coherence level of potentials in the delta frequency range in structures involved in the functional defensive limb reflex system), along with the absence of behavioral manifestations of the motor dominant in the blink dominant, indicated that a cryptic potential dominant focus was created in the CNS in these conditions, and that this affected ongoing animal activity.